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Abstract

This paper presents VisLingInstruct, a novel001
approach to advancing Multi-Modal Language002
Models (MMLMs) in zero-shot learning. Cur-003
rent MMLMs show impressive zero-shot abili-004
ties in multi-modal tasks, but their performance005
depends heavily on the quality of instructions.006
VisLingInstruct tackles this by autonomously007
evaluating and optimizing instructional texts008
through In-Context Learning, improving the009
synergy between visual perception and linguis-010
tic expression in MMLMs. Alongside this in-011
structional advancement, we have also opti-012
mized the visual feature extraction modules013
in MMLMs, further augmenting their respon-014
siveness to textual cues. Our comprehensive015
experiments on MMLMs, based on FlanT5016
and Vicuna, show that VisLingInstruct signif-017
icantly improves zero-shot performance in vi-018
sual multi-modal tasks. Notably, it achieves019
a 15.9% increase in accuracy over the prior020
state-of-the-art on the ScienceQA dataset.021

1 Introduction022

The integration of Large Language Models (LLMs)023

with vision and multi-modality, epitomized by mod-024

els like BLIP-2 (Chen et al., 2022; Alayrac et al.,025

2022; Li et al., 2023), has marked a significant evo-026

lution in the Natural Language Processing (NLP)027

field. This advancement led to the emergence of028

Multi-Modal Language Models (MMLMs), blend-029

ing visual and linguistic data processing to enhance030

complex multimodal information understanding031

and generation. InstructBLIP (Dai et al., 2023),032

a notable example, utilizes advanced instruction033

tuning for image-text pairs, significantly improving034

the Q-Former module’s zero-shot learning capabil-035

ities in a variety of vision-language multi-modal036

tasks. This progression underscores the potential037

of MMLMs in navigating the intricacies of multi-038

modal data, setting a new benchmark in the inter-039

section of language, vision, and machine learning.040

However, the effectiveness of MMLMs is highly 041

constrained by the quality of textual instructions. 042

Current instruction-tuned models (Ouyang et al., 043

2022; Zheng et al., 2023b), effective as they may 044

be, while potentially effective, introduces signifi- 045

cant challenges, particularly for the users lacking 046

expertise in crafting optimal instructions. The lim- 047

itation leads to inconsistent and sometimes sub- 048

optimal outputs, thus impeding the practical utility 049

of MMLMs in the real world scenarios. To mit- 050

igate this issue, we propose a novel autonomous 051

optimization method for textual instruction, named 052

Visual, Linguistic, Instruction optimization (Vis- 053

LingInstruct). VisLingInstruct introduces an inno- 054

vative method through In-Context Learning (ICL) 055

(Min et al., 2022) based on the comparison between 056

instruction cases, using MMLMs’ linguistic capa- 057

bilities to autonomously enhance and evaluate tex- 058

tual instruction. This method can guide the model 059

towards generating more effective and contextually 060

appropriate instructions. 061

Complementing our instructional optimization 062

strategy, we present an architectural innovation 063

aimed at enhancing the alignment between visual 064

and textual modules within MMLMs. Inspired 065

by recent advancements in models such as Mini- 066

GPT4 (Zhu et al., 2023), LLaVA (Liu et al., 2023b), 067

mPLUG-Owl (Ye et al., 2023), and BLIVA (Hu 068

et al., 2023), our architecture enhances the inte- 069

gration of textual and visual data. This integrative 070

approach enables MMLMs to more effectively pro- 071

cess and interpret complex tasks that require an 072

understanding of both textual and visual elements, 073

thereby improving accuracy and contextual under- 074

standing. Figure 1 offers a visual comparison of 075

the alignment modules in different MMLMs, high- 076

lighting the distinctive features and benefits of our 077

proposed method. Through this architectural en- 078

hancement, we aim to bridge the existing gaps in 079

multi-modal data processing, creating a more co- 080

hesive and efficient model capable of tackling the 081
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nuanced demands of multi-modal interactions.082

In summary, our contributions are as follows:083

• We introduce substantial architectural im-084

provements for better integration of multi-085

modal data within MMLMs during training086

(Section 3.1).087

• We present an autonomous method for opti-088

mizing instruction quality, tailored to improve089

the effectiveness of textual instruction during090

inference (Section 3.2).091

• We conduct comprehensive experiments and092

ablation studies to demonstrate the effective-093

ness of VisLingInstruct and the success of094

each component. Notably, VisLingInstruct095

has improved the performance by a significant096

margin of 15.9% on the ScienceQA dataset.097

2 Related Work098

2.1 Instruction Tuning in MMLMs099

Instruction tuning has emerged as a cost-effective100

alternative to the expensive pre-training of large101

models, focusing on fine-tuning a few foundational102

models for downstream tasks. In this context, mod-103

els like InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022), Flan-T5104

(Chung et al., 2022), and Vicuna (Zheng et al.,105

2023b) represent significant strides in conversa-106

tional models obtained through instruction tun-107

ing based on LLMs. These models have show-108

cased exceptional question-answering capabilities,109

underscoring the importance of instruction-based110

approaches in language generation. In the multi-111

modal domain, advancements such as Mini-GPT4112

(Zhu et al., 2023), LLaVA (Liu et al., 2023b),113

mPLUG-Owl (Ye et al., 2023), InstructBLIP (Dai114

et al., 2023), and BLIVA (Hu et al., 2023) have115

focused on instruction fine-tuning. These methods116

typically involve aligning images and text by in-117

troducing transitional layers, like Q-Former and118

fully connected layers, between visual encoders119

and LLMs. Our work builds upon these founda-120

tions, aiming to further optimize the instruction tun-121

ing process for enhanced performance in MMLMs.122

2.2 Optimizing Instructions for Large Models123

Historically, models akin to BERT (Kenton and124

Toutanova, 2019) have utilized prompt crafting125

techniques (Brown et al., 2020) to boost perfor-126

mance, with subsequent research exploring meth-127

ods to discover higher-quality prompts (Gao et al.,128
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Figure 1: The structural comparison among the align-
ment modules of different MMLMs. The orange mod-
ules in the figure represent open weights, while the blue
modules indicate frozen weights.

2021; Lu et al., 2023). In generative models, this 129

concept has evolved into optimizing ’instructions’, 130

leading to a series of works focused on prompt 131

and instruction optimization (Wei et al., 2022; Min 132

et al., 2022). Notably, UPRISE (Cheng et al., 2023) 133

trained a prompt retriever for acquiring superior 134

instructions, while OPRO (Yang et al., 2023) con- 135

ceptualized LLMs as optimizers, formulating opti- 136

mization tasks in natural language. Zheng et al. in- 137

troduced STEP-BACK prompting, enabling LLMs 138

to derive higher-level concepts from detailed in- 139

stances. To the best of our knowledge, we spear- 140

head the manual-free optimization of textual in- 141

struction in zero-shot manner for a wide range of 142

multi-modal tasks. 143

3 Methods 144

Our approach comprises two components: First, 145

we refine the architecture of existing multi-modal 146

models and their fine-tuning mechanisms to aug- 147

ment their perceptivity of instruction, that is, the 148

Enhanced Multi-modal Alignment (EMA). Second, 149

subsequent to the model’s fine-tuning, we concen- 150

trate on the autonomous optimization of instruc- 151

tions during the inference, referred to as the Au- 152
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How might these ingredients be
creatively crafted into delightful
culinary creations?

...

...

What kind of dishes can these be made
into?

Initial Instruction

Rewriting Textual Instructions

How can these ingredients be
transformed into delicious dishes?

LLM

In the image, there are various ingredients such as meat, fish, eggs,
vegetables, and nuts arranged on a table. These ingredients can be
transformed into a variety of delicious dishes by incorporating them
into different recipes. Here are some ideas:

1. Grilled Salmon with Avocado Salsa: Marinate salmon fillets in a
mixture of lemon juice, olive oil, salt, and pepper. Grill the salmon and
serve it with an avocado salsa made from ripe avocados, red onions,
lime juice, and cilantro.

2 Vegetable Stir-Fry: Cook a variety of vegetables such as broccoli,
carrots, bell peppers, and mushrooms in a wok or large skillet. Add
some garlic and ginger to enhance the flavors. Serve the stir-fry over
rice or noodles.

3 Eggs in Purgatory: Poach eggs in a tomato-based sauce made from
canned diced tomatoes, olive oil, garlic, and basil.

Optimized
Instruction

...

Figure 2: The figure depicts the complete workflow of Instruction Comparison Optimization. Initial and rewritten
instructions are processed through comparison optimization to generate optimized instructions. Subsequently, the
optimized instructions are utilized for generation in MMLMs.

tonomous Instruction Optimization (AIO).153

3.1 Enhancing Multi-modal Alignment154

In the quest to refine MMLMs, our focus shifts155

to bridging the gap between the realms of visual156

perception and linguistic expression. This section157

delves into our pioneering approach to enhancing158

the alignment between visual and textual modules159

within MMLMs, introducing a series of architec-160

tural innovations and training optimizations de-161

signed to synergize these two distinct modalities162

seamlessly.163

Integrative Processing of Text and Image: At164

the core of our architectural enhancements is the in-165

tegrative processing of textual and visual data. This166

process involves constructing a unified representa-167

tion by merging detailed textual embeddings with168

rich visual information. We introduce the Cross-169

Modal Alignment Attention (CMAA) algorithm to170

achieve this integration, specifically designed to171

harmonize these disparate data modalities. This al-172

gorithm leverages attention mechanisms and cross-173

modal feature fusion, to ensure that the resulting174

multi-modal representation encapsulates both the175

intricacies of language and the finer details of vi-176

sual content:177

Umm =
N∑

i=1

softmax(embque · embT
text) · embtext(i) (1)178

where embtext(i) and embvis(i) represent the em-179

bedding of the textual instruction and Queries180

for the i-th element respectively. Simultaneously, 181

embtext(i) serves as both the key (K) and value (V) 182

in traditional attention mechanism, while embvis(i) 183

functions as the query (Q). The textual instruction, 184

after undergoing CMAA, transforms into Umm. 185

Subsequently, Umm concatenate onto the output 186

of Queries in the form of Figure 1, culminating in 187

the final integration of visual and textual elements. 188

Optimized Model Training and Performance: 189

In developing this new architecture, our approach 190

extends beyond mere technical integration to en- 191

compass strategic training and performance opti- 192

mization. We employ selective weight freezing 193

methods, where specific layers of the pre-trained 194

model are kept static to preserve learned features, 195

and targeted fine-tuning, where newly introduced 196

components or layers are specifically trained to 197

adapt to the task at hand. This targeted approach al- 198

lows us to fine-tune the model’s performance with- 199

out the need for extensive retraining, thereby en- 200

hancing the learning efficiency and ensuring the 201

robustness and scalability of the model. The loss 202

function used for training takes the following form: 203

p(Ytext|Ximg) =
L∏

i=1

pθ(yi|Ximg,Y[1:i−1]
text ) (2) 204

where θ is the trainable parameters, Ximg and Ytext 205

respectively denote the input image and the output 206

text, Y[1:i−1]
text represents the input instruction and 207

the text already generated up to the i− 1 step. 208
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Initial Instruction

text：What is unusual about this image?
score：2.4442

text：What is remarkable about this particular image?
score：3.1749

text：What stands out as distinctive in this image?

I have some texts along with their corresponding scores. The
text is arranged in descending order according to the scores,
where a lower score indicates better quality. 

Rewritten Instruction Optimized Instruction

text：Based on this image, is the following statement true? “The cat is at the edge of
the sink.” Answer: 
score：5.1743

text：Referring to the image provided, is the following statement true? “The cat is at
the edge of the sink.” Your response:
score：4.5770

text：Considering the image before you, can you confirm the accuracy of this
statement? “The cat is at the edge of the sink.” Please provide your answer:

text：Referring to the image and corresponding question
provided, kindly furnish an appropriate response.
Question: what is the name of this chapter? Response:
score：5.0688

text：Based on the image and question, please give me an
answer. Question: what is the name of this chapter? Answer: 
score：5.2997

text：Considering the provided image and the accompanying
question, please provide a suitable reply. Question: what is the
name of this chapter?  Reply:

text：Considering the provided image and query, select the most fitting response from the
given choices. Query: Which continent is highlighted?  Choices: Africa, North America,
South America, Asia. Solution:
score：6.0309
text：Based on the image and question, choose the most appropriate response from
the options. Question: Which continent is highlighted? Options: Africa, North America,
South America, Asia. Answer:
score：5.6964

text：Given the image and associated question, determine the most suitable answer
from the available selections. Question: {} Selections: {}. Best Response:

Image captioning

I have some texts along with their corresponding scores. The text is arranged in
descending order according to the scores, where a lower score indicates better quality.

Image QA Comprehensive VQA

Visual reasoning

I have some texts along with their corresponding scores. The
text is arranged in descending order according to the scores,
where a lower score indicates better quality.

I have some texts along with their corresponding scores. The text is arranged in
descending order according to the scores, where a lower score indicates better quality. 

Please write a better text based on these text-score pairs.

Please write a better text based on these text-score pairs. Please write a better text based on these text-score pairs.

Initial Instruction Rewritten Instruction

Initial Instruction Rewritten Instruction Initial Instruction Rewritten InstructionOptimized Instruction

Optimized Instruction

Optimized Instruction

Please write a better text based on these text-score pairs.

Figure 3: The examples of IAS ranking in different domains. On the left side is the image input provided to
the MMLMs. On the right side, within the blue box, lies the initial instruction, while the rewritten instruction is
contained within the green box. The ’score’ indicates the quality of corresponding instructions with respect to the
model, while the lower score (i.e., high quality) instruction always ranks later in the ICL demonstration. By utilizing
the paradigm of ICL, MMLMs learn the relationship between the scores of the two cases to generate higher-quality
new instructions that lie in the yellow box.

3.2 Autonomous Instruction Optimization209

During inference, the textual instruction has a210

significant impact on the generation results of211

MMLMs. Therefore, we propose an approach that212

leverages the inherent text processing capabilities213

of LLMs to optimize textual instructions, thereby214

aligning the results generated by MMLMs more215

closely with user requirements. This method com-216

prises two stages: Rewriting Textual Instructions217

and Instruction Alignment Optimization.218

Rewriting Textual Instructions: Rewriting is219

the first stage in our methodology. LLMs exhibit220

strong text rewriting capabilities, maintaining se-221

mantic information and changing the content of222

the text. Therefore, our goal is to use the ability223

of LLM to rewrite the initial textual instructions,224

aiming to obtain a pair of instruction with roughly225

similar semantics to lay the foundation for the sec-226

ond stage. Furthermore, the rewritten instruction227

resulting from this process is not necessarily re-228

quired to be of higher quality than the initial in-229

struction. As long as there is a difference between230

the two, it is enough to meet the requirements of231

subsequent processes. This reduces the complexity232

of the rewrite task, making the barrier to implemen-233

tation relatively low.234

Specifically, we have intricately designed a235

prompt tailored for LLMs to rewrite textual in-236

struction. The prompt should explicitly instruct237

LLMs on how to rewrite the textual instruction 238

while ensuring minimal semantic changes between 239

the initial and rewritten version. The template of 240

the prompt used in this stage can be referred to 241

in the Appendix B. An important consideration to 242

note is that since this stage solely involves rewriting 243

instructions, the entire MMLMs aren’t required. In- 244

volving only LLMs could slightly reduce the time 245

consumption caused by the rewriting process. 246

Instruction Comparison Optimization: At 247

this stage, we design a method that enables 248

MMLMs to identify which instruction is better 249

through comparative analysis and strive to generate 250

instruction with better quality. As illustrated in Fig- 251

ure 2, we innovatively rank the cases in ICL so that 252

the model can learn the quality of instructions only 253

through the comparison between initial instruction 254

and rewritten instruction (Ren and Liu, 2023). 255

Given that the ultimate goal of the instruction is 256

to facilitate inference by MMLMs, we believe that 257

the quality of these instructions should be evalu- 258

ated by the MMLMs themselves. Specifically, we 259

allow MMLMs to score the instruction solely by 260

the itself without the help of external discrimina- 261

tor. Therefore, we proposed the Instruction Align- 262

ment Score (IAS), which is formulated to quan- 263

tify the divergence between the model’s predicted 264

output and the expected output for a given instruc- 265

tion. We score the instruction by using a prompt 266
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to guide MMLMs. Please see the Appendix C for267

the prompt template. Defined as the expectation268

of negative log-likelihood, IAS is calculated as fol-269

lows:270

IAS = E[−logP (ti|Ximg,Xprompt, t[1:i−1]; θ)] (3)271

Here, Ximg is the input image, Xprompt denotes272

textual prompt employed to guide the model in its273

computational processes, θ represents our MMLMs274

model and ti represents the textual tokens that need275

to be generated, which is the instruction whose276

quality MMLMs is tasked to evaluate. A lower277

IAS indicates a higher alignment of the instruction278

with the model’s understanding, enabling MMLMs279

to perform better. After calculating IAS, as shown280

in Figure 3, we rank the instruction-IAS pairs in281

descending order, and combine them into a prompt282

in the form of ICL to input to MMLMs to generate283

a optimized instruction. The optimized instruction284

will have better inference performance compared285

to the initial and rewritten instructions.286

4 Experiments287

4.1 Datasets288

The datasets in this paper primarily consists of a289

training dataset and the zero-shot evaluation bench-290

marks. The training data is sourced from LLaVA,291

which is also a subset of the InstructBLIP train-292

ing datasets. The data was collected by the au-293

thors of LLaVA using ChatGPT/GPT-4 (OpenAI,294

2023a,b), following a multi-modal instruction for-295

mat. We believe that using the same dataset as296

previous work enables a fairer comparison in the297

experiments. For an image Xv, there is an associ-298

ated question-answer pair <Xq, Xa> related to Xv.299

In some cases, there are multi-turn dialogues rep-300

resented as (<X1
q , X1

a>,...,<Xm
q , Xm

a >). During301

training, for single-turn dialogue data, Xq serves302

as the initial instruction, while Xa corresponds to303

the ground truth. Likewise, for multi-turn dialogue304

data, it is essential to concatenate the historical dia-305

logues (excluding the last turn) and append them306

along with Xm
q as the initial instruction. Mean-307

while, Xm
a serves as the ground truth.308

For zero-shot evaluation benchmarks, to ensure309

alignment for comparison, we also follow Instruct-310

BLIP. The evaluation domains include: Image311

captioning: Flickr30K (Young et al., 2014), No-312

caps (Agrawal et al., 2019). Visual Reasoning:313

VSR (Liu et al., 2023a), GQA (Hudson and Man- 314

ning, 2019), IconQA (Lu et al., 2021). Image QA: 315

VizWiz (Gurari et al., 2018), TextVQA (Mishra 316

et al., 2019). Comprehensive VQA: Visual Dialog 317

(Das et al., 2017), ScienceQA (Lu et al., 2022), 318

HatefulMemes (Kiela et al., 2020). It’s impor- 319

tant to note that for ScienceQA, we only evalu- 320

ate the set with image context. The utilization of 321

the overall evaluation benchmarks can be refer- 322

enced in Appendix D. The evaluation metrics vary 323

across benchmarks: NoCaps and Flickr30K em- 324

ploy CIDEr scores (Vedantam et al., 2015), Hate- 325

fulMemes utilizes AUC scores, and Visual Dialog 326

employs Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). For all 327

remaining datasets, top-1 accuracy is used as the 328

metric. All evaluation benchmarks have no data 329

overlap with the training set, ensuring the authen- 330

ticity of zero-shot. In the Appendix F, we provide 331

the initial instructions used for all benchmarks in 332

zero-shot learning. 333

4.2 Implementation details 334

In terms of the model architecture, we opted for 335

the ViT-G/14 from EVA-CLIP (Fang et al., 2023) 336

as the visual encoder, removing the final layer 337

of the ViT and utilizing the output features from 338

the penultimate layer. In line with InstructBLIP, 339

we employed two distinct LLMs: FlanT5 and Vi- 340

cuna. FlanT5, derived from the instruction-tuning 341

of the encoder-decoder Transformer T5 (Raffel 342

et al., 2020), encompasses two sizes: FlanT5-XL 343

and FlanT5-XXL. Vicuna, on the other hand, is 344

refined from the instruction-tuning of the decoder- 345

only Transformer LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), 346

and also includes two sizes: Vicuna-7B and Vicuna- 347

13B. The weights of both Q-Former and the fully 348

connected layers are sourced from InstructBLIP 349

and need to correspond to different LLMs. Our en- 350

tire model framework requires freezing the weights 351

of the visual encoder, Q-Former, and LLMs, allow- 352

ing only the fully connected layers to be unfrozen. 353

Further details regarding training hyperparameters 354

can be found in Appendix E. 355

4.3 Zero-shot Evaluation 356

During the evaluation process, we employed two 357

different generation methods tailored to different 358

benchmarks. For the domain of benchmarks such 359

as Image Captioning, results were directly gener- 360

ated from instructions. These results were then 361

compared against ground truth to calculate metrics. 362

On the other hand, for classification-based VQA 363

5
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Image Captioning Visual Reasoning Image QA Comprehensive VQA

Flickr30K Nocaps VSR GQA IconQA VizWiz TextVQA Visdial SciQA HM

BLIP-2 (FlanT5XXL) 73.7 104.5 68.2 44.6 45.4 29.4 44.1 46.9 64.5 52.0
BLIP-2 (Vicuna13B) 74.9 107.5 50.9 41.0 40.6 19.6 42.5 45.1 61.0 53.7
MiniGPT-4 (Vicuna13B) / / 50.7 30.8 37.6 34.8 18.7 / / 29.0
LLaVA (Vicuna13B) / / 56.3 41.3 43.0 37.7 28.3 / / 9.2
InstructBLIP (FlanT5XL) 84.5 119.9 64.8 48.4 50.0 32.7 46.6 46.6 70.4 56.6
InstructBLIP (FlanT5XXL) 83.5 120.0 65.6 47.9 51.2 30.9 46.6 48.5 70.6 54.1
InstructBLIP (Vicuna7B) 82.4 123.1 54.3 49.2 43.1 34.5 50.1 45.2 60.5 59.6
InstructBLIP (Vicuna13B) 82.8 121.9 52.1 49.5 44.8 33.4 50.7 45.4 63.1 57.5
BLIVA (Vicuna13B) 87.1 / 62.2 / 44.9 42.9 58.0 45.6 / 55.6
BLIVA (FlanT5XXL) 87.7 / 68.8 / 52.4 44.0 57.2 36.2 / 50.0

Ours(FlanT5XL) 85.3 119.5 64.1 47.9 50.4 33.0 48.7 47.0 71.0 60.0
Ours(FlanT5XXL) 88.5 120.4 66.9 48.1 51.2 31.3 48.8 49.2 81.8 55.7
Ours(Vicuna7B) 87.9 124.2 60.1 52.0 44.2 42.7 60.6 45.7 74.6 62.7
Ours(Vicuna13B) 84.0 119.8 56.2 52.9 50.3 45.0 65.6 45.7 71.0 58.9

Table 1: Zero-shot results on general VQA benchmarks. Here, Visdial, SciQA, and HM respectively refer to Visual
Dialog, ScienceQA, and HatefulMemes. The results for MiniGPT-4 and LLaVA are sourced from BLIVA (Hu et al.,
2023), while the remaining results originate from their respective papers (Li et al., 2023; Dai et al., 2023).

tasks, we followed previous work (Alayrac et al.,364

2022; Dai et al., 2023) by computing the language365

model loss for each candidate option and selecting366

the one with the lowest loss as the final prediction.367

This method was applied to ScienceQA, IconQA,368

HatefulMemes, and Visual Dialog.369

We conducted zero-shot learning of our model370

against previous state-of-the-art works across 10371

benchmarks in Table 1. It’s evident that our model372

showcases a significant advantage across the ma-373

jority of benchmarks, especially in Image QA and374

Comprehensive VQA domains. At the same time,375

due to the primary inheritance of our model weights376

from InstructBLIP, a horizontal comparison with377

InstructBLIP reveals that our method significantly378

strengthens the generative capability of MMLMs.379

For instance, with model based on FlanT5-XXL,380

our approach exhibits a comparative increase of381

6.0% and 15.9% in performance over InstructBLIP382

concerning Flickr30K and ScienceQA, respectively.383

These results demonstrate that the instruction op-384

timization approach we proposed exhibits highly385

favorable gains for multi-modal tasks in the domain386

of image-text.387

4.4 Ablation study388

To investigate the impact of Enhancing Multi-389

modal Alignment (EMA, Section 3.1) and Au-390

tonomous Instruction Optimization (AIO, Section391

3.2) on the final results, we conducted ablation392

studies by individually removing them during eval-393

uation. 394

As depicted in Table 2, after integrating the EMA 395

mechanism on the vanilla baseline, the overall per- 396

formance of all models is significantly enhanced. 397

This indicates that our EMA method indeed en- 398

hances the alignment between images and text. 399

Moreover, if AIO continues to be integrated on 400

the basis of EMA, the evaluation results can be fur- 401

ther improved. This adequately shows that the two 402

mechanisms can strengthen each other. EMA, by 403

enhancing its perception of instructions, can serve 404

as a booster to further enhance AIO. 405

As for the AIO part, we also further split it to 406

conduct ablation experiments. We discuss Rewrit- 407

ing Textual Instructions and Instruction Compari- 408

son Optimization separately. It can be clearly seen 409

from the results in Table 2 that instruction rewriting 410

cannot continue to improve the effect on the basis 411

of EMA. On the contrary, it is even inferior to the 412

vanilla baseline in many results. This phenomenon 413

fully demonstrates that just rewriting cannot stably 414

optimize the instruction, and requires correction by 415

our Instruction Comparison Optimization mecha- 416

nism. 417

4.5 Qualitative evaluation 418

Beyond the benchmarks-driven experimental anal- 419

yses, we diversified our qualitative evaluation by 420

incorporating real-world images and instructions. 421

As shown in Figure 4, we have enumerated three 422

cases for comprehensive analysis. The process 423
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How should I cook this? What is needed?

What is the appropriate method to prepare this
dish? Could you specify the essential
ingredients?

Optimization Instruction

Spaghetti.

Vanilla Response:

To cook the spaghetti and meat sauce, you will
need the following ingredients: spaghetti,
ground beef, onions, garlic, canned tomatoes,
tomato sauce, salt, pepper, and olive oil. You can
start by browning the ground beef in a pan, then
add the onions and garlic, followed by the
canned tomatoes, tomato sauce, salt, pepper,
and olive oil. Once the sauce is heated through,
you can add the cooked spaghetti to the pan and
toss everything together until the spaghetti is
fully coated with the sauce. Finally, you can
serve the spaghetti and meat sauce hot on a
plate, garnished with a sprig of parsley or basil
if desired.

EMA Response:

To prepare this dish, you will need the following
ingredients:
1. Spaghetti noodles. 2. Tomato sauce. 3. Meat
(such as ground beef or sausage). 4. Onions. 5.
Garlic. 6. Olive oil. 7. Salt. 8. Pepper. 9. Herbs
(such as basil or oregano). 10. Parmesan cheese
(optional)
To prepare the dish, follow these steps:
1. Boil the spaghetti noodles according to the
package instructions until they are al dente. 2.
In a pan, heat olive oil and sauté onions and
garlic until fragrant. 3. Add ground beef or
sausage to the pan and cook until browned. 4.
Add tomato sauce, salt, pepper, and any desired
herbs (such as basil or oregano) to the pan. 5.
Mix the ingredients well and let the sauce
simmer for a few minutes to allow the flavors to
blend.6. Drain the cooked spaghetti.

EMA & AIO Response:

Write me a poem about the scenery in the
image. 

Craft for me a piece of poetry that vividly
illustrates the captivating beauty of the
landscape portrayed in the image.

Optimization Instruction

3 huts on a small island in the middle of a lake
surrounded by mountains.

Vanilla Response:

A small house is floating in the middle of a
large body of water surrounded by mountains.

EMA Response:

A poem that captures the serene and
breathtaking beauty of the landscape in the
image might go like this:

As I sit by the water's edge,
I gaze upon the mountains so grand,
Their peaks reaching high into the sky,
A sight that takes my breath away.

The sun shines down upon the lake,
Reflecting off the water's surface,
Creating ripples that dance and play,
A mesmerizing display of nature's grace.

In the distance, a small house sits atop a hill,
Overlooking the tranquil waters below,
A peaceful retreat from the hustle and bustle,
A place where one can find solace and solitude.

The colors of the sky and the water blend
seamlessly,
Creating a harmonious symphony of blues and
greens,
A testament to the natural beauty that
surrounds us,
A reminder to cherish and protect our planet's
gifts.

EMA & AIO Response:

We design new mug shown in the image. Please
write an advertisement? 

Image here is our newly designed mug. Please
write us a compelling advertisement to
introduce it.

[I
np

ut
 Im

ag
e]

[I
ns

tr
uc

tio
n]

Optimization Instruction

[M
od

el
 R

es
po

ns
e]

Introducing our new line of cat-themed mugs!
Perfect for any cat lover, these mugs come in a
variety of colors and designs. Whether you're
drinking your morning coffee or enjoying a cup
of tea, our cat mugs are sure to bring a smile
to your face. Order now and show off your love
for cats with every sip.

Vanilla Response:

Introducing our new line of cat-themed mugs!
Perfect for any cat lover, these mugs come in a
variety of colors and designs to match your
personal style. Whether you're drinking your
morning coffee or enjoying a cup of tea, our cat
mugs will add a touch of whimsy and charm to
your daily routine. Each mug is made with high-
quality ceramic materials, ensuring durability
and long-lasting use. Get yours today and show
off your love for cats!

EMA Response:

Introducing our newly designed mug featuring a
cute cat design, perfect for any coffee or tea
lover. The mug is made of high-quality ceramic
material, ensuring that it is durable and long-
lasting. The unique design of the cat on the mug
makes it an eye-catching addition to any kitchen
or coffee table. Whether you're drinking your
morning coffee or enjoying a cup of tea in the
evening, this mug will add a touch of whimsy and
charm to your daily routine. So why settle for a
boring mug when you can have one that's both
functional and adorable? Get yours today and
start enjoying your favorite beverages in style!

EMA & AIO Response:

with EMA & AIO
(VisLingInstruct)

vanilla with EMA

Initial Instruction Initial Instruction Initial Instruction

Figure 4: The one on the left is a case written for a product advertisement, the one in the middle is a recipe
description, and the one on the right is a poetry creation. Qualitative comparison of three responses from different
ablations: initial instruction with vanilla model (blue), initial instruction with EMA model (purple), and optimized
instruction with EMA model (green).
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Vanilla EMA AIO Image Captioning Visual Reasoning Image QA Comprehensive VQA

Rewriting Comparison Flickr30K Nocaps VSR GQA IconQA VizWiz TextVQA Visdial SciQA HM

FlaxT5-XL
! 84.5 119.9 64.8 48.4 50.0 32.7 46.6 46.6 70.4 56.6
! ! 85.1 119.7 63.5 48.6 50.0 32.8 48.5 46.9 70.6 60.8
! ! ! 84.7 118.1 66.8 48.5 49.0 31.8 47.5 44.8 70.4 57.3
! ! ! ! 85.3 119.5 64.1 47.9 50.4 33.0 48.7 47.0 71.0 60.0

FlaxT5-XXL
! 83.5 120.0 65.6 47.9 51.2 30.9 46.6 48.5 70.6 54.1
! ! 86.3 120.3 55.7 48.0 51.6 31.5 48.3 49.0 82.0 55.2
! ! ! 85.3 120.1 66.5 48.1 50.9 31.1 46.7 48.5 73.5 54.1
! ! ! ! 88.5 120.4 66.9 48.3 51.2 31.3 48.8 49.2 81.8 55.7

Vicuna-7B
! 82.4 123.1 54.3 49.2 43.1 34.5 50.1 45.2 60.5 59.6
! ! 81.6 124.5 60.6 51.9 43.2 40.5 49.9 45.3 55.4 60.8
! ! ! 82.3 124.5 55.4 47.6 44.0 40.3 58.3 43.4 63.0 62.2
! ! ! ! 87.9 124.2 60.1 52.0 44.2 42.7 60.6 45.7 74.6 62.7

Vicuna-13B
! 82.8 121.9 52.1 49.5 44.8 33.4 50.7 45.4 63.1 57.5
! ! 84.4 120.2 58.9 51.6 48.4 43.0 56.9 43.0 48.4 61.0
! ! ! 80.4 120.6 52.5 51.1 49.3 41.5 62.4 44.4 68.0 58.7
! ! ! ! 84.0 120.8 56.2 52.9 50.3 45.0 65.6 45.7 71.0 58.9

Table 2: Results of ablation studies for Enhancing Multi-modal Alignment (EMA) and Autonomous Instruction
Optimization (AIO) in different LLMs models. Among them, EMA is split into Rewriting Textual Instructions
(Rewriting) and Instruction Comparison Optimization (Comparison) for discussion respectively. Vanilla represents
the baseline model without any of our proposed modules and!indicates that the module has been integrated.

commences with the input of an image, subsequent424

questions and answers revolve around this visual425

context. This is followed by the presentation of426

instructions, encompassing both the initial instruc-427

tions and the optimized by the AIO module. Con-428

clusively, model response is delineated. The output429

section for evaluation includes: the results obtained430

by inputting the initial instructions into the vanilla431

model (Vanilla Response); the results obtained by432

inputting the initial instructions into the integrated433

EMA module model (EMA Response); and the re-434

sults from inputting the optimized instructions into435

the integrated EMA module model (EMA & AIO436

Response), which is VisLingInstruct.437

The outcome as observed in the figure suggests438

that the EMA Response demonstrates an improve-439

ment over the Vanilla Response, both in terms of440

content accuracy and richness of detail. For in-441

stance, within the case of poetry creation, the erro-442

neously presented ‘3 huts’ is accurately identified443

as ‘a small house’. In the case of recipe description,444

the narrative about spaghetti is much more detailed445

in the EMA Response. Furthermore, the EMA &446

AIO response also surpasses the EMA response447

alone, evident in the former’s answers possessing448

a superior logical organization and better fulfill- 449

ment of user intent. This is well illustrated in all 450

three cases presented in the figure. And for more 451

on the performance in multi-turn dialogues, we 452

have provided a demonstration and discussion in 453

the Appendix G. 454

5 Conclusion 455

This paper proposes VisLingInstruct, a novel au- 456

tonomous instruction optimization framework for 457

visual-linguistic multi-modal models. We con- 458

ducted a comprehensive study on multi-modal mod- 459

els and demonstrated the powerful autonomous in- 460

struction optimization capabilities of the VisLingIn- 461

struct model, demonstrating strong zero-shot learn- 462

ing capabilities in a series of benchmarks. At the 463

end of the experiment, qualitative examples were 464

used to demonstrate the specific situation of VisLin- 465

gInstruct in autonomous instruction optimization, 466

such as knowledge-based image description, image- 467

based text creation and multi-turn dialogue. We 468

hope that VisLingInstruct can inspire more new re- 469

search on autonomous optimization of multi-modal 470

instruction. 471
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Limitations472

Limitations of the current work are discussed below.473

Firstly, while the proposed multimodal autonomous474

instruction optimization framework performs well475

in terms of effectiveness, its structure is relatively476

intricate. Streamlining the process while maintain-477

ing effectiveness would greatly facilitate the prac-478

tical application of this technology. Secondly, the479

experiments in this paper are focused on image and480

text modalities, and further validation is needed to481

determine the effectiveness of our framework in482

other modalities, such as video and audio.483
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A Algorithm677

A.1 Algorithm Overview678

The algorithmic core of our approach in Vis-679

LingInstruct is structured around two main pro-680

cesses: Cross-Modal Alignment Attention and Au-681

tonomous Instruction Optimization. The former682

process harmonizes the integration of text and im-683

age, while the latter refines the textual instructions684

for MMLMs.685

A.2 Cross-Modal Alignment Attention686

The Cross-Modal Alignment Attention (CMAA)687

algorithm focuses on the integration of textual and688

visual embeddings, creating a unified text represen-689

tation.690

Algorithm 1 Cross-Modal Alignment Attention

Require: Textual embeddings Etext, Queries em-
beddings Eque

Ensure: Unified multi-modal representation Umm
1: Initialize cross-modal alignment mechanism
2: for each element i in Etext do
3: Compute attention between Etext(i) and

Eque
4: Assign attention weight on Etext(i)
5: end for
6: Umm ← Aggregate of aligned and weighted

Etext return Umm

A.3 Autonomous Instruction Optimization691

The Autonomous Instruction Optimization (AIO)692

is designed to transform initial instruction into an693

optimized format.694

Algorithm 2 Autonomous Instruction Optimiza-
tion
Require: Initial instructions Ii
Ensure: optimized instruction Iopt

1: Initialize autonomous instruction optimization
2: Rewriting the initial instruction Ii to obtain Ij
3: Calculating the IAS for Ii and Ij
4: Ranking the instruction-IAS pairs
5: Irefined ← Constructing the prompt input for

Instruction Comparison in MMLMs return
Irefined

B Instruction rewriting templates695

Here is the template used for Instruction rewriting696

in this paper, where ‘{}’ signifies the instruction697

that requires modification: 698

There is the text {}. Please modify the 699

text to make it better while retaining 700

the sentence structure and keywords. 701

C IAS templates 702

In the following prompt template, {} is used to 703

place instructions requiring MPG calculation. 704

<Image>Based on the image given, the 705

most appropriate instruction should be: 706

{} 707

D Zero-shot evaluation datasets details 708

Dataset Name Part count

Flickr30K test 1000
NoCaps val 4500
VSR test 1222
GQA test-dev 12578
IconQA test 6316
VizWiz test-dev 4319
TextVQA val 5000
Visual Dialog val 2064
ScienceQA test 2017
HatefulMemes val 1040

Table 3: The selected part in all zero-shot evaluation
benchmarks, and accompanied by specific data count.

E Training details 709

We implement VisLingInstruct by LAVIS library 710

(Li et al., 2022). We fine-tuned the fully connected 711

layers for 3 epochs, employing different hyperpa- 712

rameters across distinct LLMs. We employ a batch 713

size of 32, 128 and 256 for the Vicuna-7B/13B, 714

FlanT5-XL and FlanT5-XXL, respectively. For 715

each model, we conduct validation every 1K steps. 716

A consistent aspect across our training procedures 717

was the utilization of the AdamW (Loshchilov and 718

Hutter, 2018) optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, 719

and a weight decay of 0.05. Furthermore, we im- 720

plemented a linear warm-up of the learning rate 721

over the initial 1K steps, escalating from 10−8 to 722

10−5, followed by cosine decay towards a mini- 723

mum learning rate of 0. 724

All our model’s trainable parameter counts are 725

maintained within the range of a few million. Un- 726

der the conditions of 8 A100 40G, the training 727

durations for FlanT5, Vicuna 7B, and Vicuna 13B 728
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Dataset Initial instruction
Flickr30K/
NoCaps

<Image>A short image description:

VSR <Image>Based on the image, is this statement true or false? {}
GQA/
Visdial

<Image>Question: {} \n Short answer:

IconQA <Image>Question: {} Options: {} \n Answer:
VizWiz <Image>Answer the question based on the image. Reply in one

phrase/word or say ‘unanswerable’. Question: {} \n Short answer:
TextVQA <Image>OCR tokens: {} Question: \n Short answer:
SciQA <Image>Given the image, choose the correct option for the following

question. Question: {} \n Options: {}
HM <Image>This is an image with: {} written on it. Is it hateful?

Table 4: Presentation of initial instructions for each benchmark.

are 105 minutes, 135 minutes, and 210 minutes,729

respectively.730

F Instructions in benchmarks731

Table 4 illustrates the initial instructions for all732

benchmarks. The initial instructions were predomi-733

nantly sourced from InstructBLIP. ‘{}’ contains734

entities such as questions from each individual735

case. For instructions with options, we separate736

the choices alphabetically, for instance: (a) apple737

(b) banana (c) pineapple.738

G Multi-turn dialogues case studies739

As illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, we present addi-740

tional cases regarding multi-turn dialogue to show-741

case the strengths and distinctive features of our742

approach. The multi-turn generation results on the743

right originate from the models incorporating the744

EMA and AIO proposed in this paper (VisLingIn-745

struct), while those on the left exclude this aspect,746

representing the results from Vanilla Response.747
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🤖

🤖

Can you give me a short introduction about the movie?

A poster for the movie titanic.

Can you give me a short introduction about the movie?

The movie titanic was released in 1997 and became one of the highest-
grossing movies of all time, grossing over $2 billion worldwide.

🤖

Can you recommend me some other similar movies?

1. Titanic (1997) 2. Avatar (2009) 3. The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring (2001) 4. Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (2001) 5.
Jurassic Park (1993)

Would you mind offering a brief synopsis of the film?

Can you give me a short introduction about the movie?

🤖Titanic is widely regarded as a classic romantic drama film that captivated audiences
worldwide upon its release in 1997. The film's breathtaking visuals, heart-wrenching
storyline, and memorable performances by its lead actors, Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate
Winslet, have contributed to its enduring popularity. Many viewers were moved by the
film's portrayal of young love amidst the tragedy of the Titanic's sinking, which serves as a
poignant reminder of the fragility of life and the importance of cherishing every moment.
Additionally, the film's attention to historical accuracy and meticulous re-creation of the
Titanic's maiden voyage added depth and authenticity to an already captivating
story. Overall, Titanic has left a lasting impact on audiences, becoming one of the highest-
grossing films of all time and winning numerous awards, including 11 Academy Awards
nominations and 11 wins, including Best Picture and Best Director for James Cameron.

Can you recommend me some other similar movies?

🤖
1. The Great Gatsby (2013) - A romantic drama film directed by Baz Luhrmann and
starring Leonardo DiCaprio as Jay Gatsby, a wealthy young man who falls in love with
Daisy Buchanan (played by Carey Mulligan).
2. Romeo + Juliet (1996) - A romantic tragedy film directed by Baz Luhrmann and
starring Leonardo DiCaprio as Romeo Montague and Claire Danes as Juliet Capulet.
3. The Notebook (2004) - A romantic drama film directed by Nick Cassavetes and starring
Ryan Gosling as Noah Calhoun and Rachel McAdams as Allie Hamilton.
4. A Walk to Remember (2002) - A romantic drama film directed by Adam Shankman and
starring Mandy Moore as Jamie Sullivan and Shane West as Landon Carter.
5. The Fault in Our Stars (2014) - A romantic drama that follows the story of two
teenagers, played by Shailene Woodley and Ansel Elgort, who fall in love while dealing
with terminal illnesses.

🤖Titanic is a romantic drama film directed by James Cameron and released in 1997. The
movie tells the story of two young lovers, Jack Dawson (played by Leonardo DiCaprio) and
Rose DeWitt Bukater (played by Kate Winslet), who fall in love aboard the ill-fated RMS
Titanic during its maiden voyage in 1912. The film explores themes of love, sacrifice, and
survival amidst the tragedy of the ship's sinking, which remains one of the deadliest
maritime disasters in history.

Figure 5: This multi-turn dialogue example demonstrates the effectiveness of VisLingInstruct in movie introduction
and recommendation. Our generated results (right) exhibit significantly improved accuracy in identifying instruc-
tional content and richness in answers compared to the vanilla model’s results (left).
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🤖

🤖

How should I make this food?

To make this meal, you would need the following ingredients: steak,
broccoli, tomatoes, and dipping sauce. First, cook the steak to your desired
level of doneness. Then, chop the broccoli and tomatoes into bite-sized
pieces. Finally, serve the steak with the vegetables and dipping sauce on a
plate.

Is there anything I need to pay attention to?

Yes, it's important to pay attention to the cooking time and temperature of
the steak to ensure that it is cooked to your desired level of doneness.
Overcooking or undercooking the steak can affect its texture, taste, and
overall quality. To avoid this, use a meat thermometer to check the internal
temperature of the steak and adjust the cooking time accordingly.

🤖

Are there any foods that go well with this dish?

Yes, there are several foods that go well with this steak and vegetable dish.
Here are a few suggestions:
 1. Rice or pasta: Adding a side of rice or pasta to the meal can provide
additional carbohydrates and complement the flavors of the steak and
vegetables.
 2. Potatoes: Roasted or mashed potatoes can be a great addition to the meal,
especially if you prefer a heartier dish.
 3. Salad: Adding a salad made with greens, vegetables, and a light
vinaigrette dressing can provide a refreshing contrast to the rich flavors of
the steak and dipping sauce. 
4. Bread or rolls: Serving the steak and vegetables with a side of bread or
rolls can make for a satisfying sandwich-style meal.

What’s the best approach to cooking this dish?

When considering key factors, what should I be particularly aware of?

🤖
When considering key factors for cooking the dish consisting of a steak, broccoli, and
tomatoes, there are several aspects to keep in mind: 1. Timing: Ensure that each ingredient
is cooked at the appropriate time to avoid overcooking or undercooking any of them. The
steak should be cooked to the desired level of doneness, while the broccoli and tomatoes
should be cooked just enough to retain their texture and flavor. 2. Temperature:
Maintaining a consistent temperature throughout the cooking process is crucial to ensure
that the ingredients are cooked evenly and thoroughly. This can be achieved by using a
thermometer to monitor the temperature of the grill, pan, or oven during cooking.3.
Seasoning: Properly seasoning the dish with appropriate spices or sauces can enhance its
taste and make it more appealing to the diner. Experiment with different combinations of
herbs, spices, and sauces to find the perfect blend that complements the flavors of the steak,
broccoli, and tomatoes.

What are some ideal food pairings for this dish?

🤖Some ideal food pairings for the dish consisting of a steak, broccoli, and tomatoes include:
1. Red wine: A full-bodied red wine, such as Cabernet Sauvignon or Merlot, can
complement the rich flavors of the steak and enhance the overall taste of the dish. 

2. Potatoes: Roasted or mashed potatoes can be a great side dish to balance the flavors and
textures of the steak, broccoli, and tomatoes. 

3. Green salad: Adding a simple green salad with a light vinaigrette dressing can provide a
refreshing contrast to the rich flavors of the steak and vegetables. 

4. Bread: A crusty bread or roll can be used to soak up the juices from the steak and
vegetables, adding an extra layer of flavor and texture to the dish.

🤖The best approach to cooking this dish, which consists of a steak, broccoli, and tomatoes,
would be to ensure that the ingredients are cooked evenly and thoroughly. This can be
achieved by using a variety of cooking techniques, such as grilling, pan-frying, or oven-
roasting the steak. For the broccoli and tomatoes, they can be sautéed or steamed to retain
their texture and flavor. Additionally, it's important to season the dish with appropriate
spices or sauces to enhance its taste and make it more appealing to the diner.

Figure 6: This is a multi-turn dialogue about cooking topics. The two generated answers exhibit similar accuracy in
content recognition. However, in terms of richness and the final food pairing, our response (right) surpasses the
vanilla model’s response (left) significantly
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